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Minutes of the Community Justice Partnership Meeting 
held on 30 October 2020 at 10:00-12:00 online via Microsoft 
teams  
 
  
Present: 

• Gillian Morrison - Orkney Health and Care (Chair). 
• Sharon-Ann Paget - Orkney Health and Care. 
• Cllr David Dawson - Orkney Islands Council. 
• Craig Spence - Orkney Housing Association Limited. 
• Keith Bendall  - Orkney Health and Care (Minutes). 
• Cllr Sandy Cowie - Orkney Islands Council. 
• Bill Wallace - Appropriate Adult Service. 
• Raymond Fallon - Scottish Fire and Rescue Service. 
• Matthew Webb - Police Scotland. 
• Carol Stewart – NHS. 
• Craig Spence – Orkney Housing Association Limited. 
• Thomas Love - Victim Support. 
• Claire Sim - Skills Scotland.  
• Ann Clark - Y People.         

  
Apologies were received or assumed from: 

David Hall (PS), Frances Troup (OIC), Sue Foard (COPFS), Rob Strachan (SPS), 
Tamsin Bailey(RS), Dougie Campbell (SFRS), Frazer Campbell (BT), Peter Diamond 
(OIC), Zelda Bradley (ORC),Gail Anderson (VAO), Katie Spence(ADP), Susan 
Dutton(OIC ), Maureen Swannie (NHS). 
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1. Welcome / Apologies (Gillian Morrison)  
G. Morrison (GM) welcomed Partners. K. Bendall (KB) read out the apologies. 
 
2. Accuracy of Minutes held 17-2-20 (Gillian Morrison) 
 
The Minutes were accepted as accurate and approved.   
 
3. Matters Arising not covered on Agenda (Gillian Morrison)   
 
Action: S Shaw to raise issue of full refuge with Education, Leisure and Housing at 
Orkney Islands Council. 

Craig Spence confirmed that there had been no applications from Women’s Aid for 
housing in the reporting period. Contact to be made with Women’s Aid and OIC 
Housing for confirmation. 

Continued Action: Keith Bendall to liaise with OHAL, OIC Housing and Women’s 
Aid to establish housing position and any priority issues. 

KB reported that he had contacted OIC homeless section and Orkney Health and 
Care (OHAC) and established there were policies in place to prioritise anyone in the 
circumstances described. 

The Local Authority would class applicants as homeless and they would be awarded 
a gold pass and would be offered accommodation after placement on a waiting list. 
OHAL operate a choice based letting system with the awarding of points for an 
individual’s circumstances. The minimum points that would be awarded to anyone in 
the refuge would be 15 which would still place applicants in a good position for any 
advertised properties. 

The difference with OHAL housing is that applicants need to apply for advertised 
properties. 

Craig Spence (CS) confirmed the position and provided a full explanation of how the 
points system operates. 

KB met with Women’s Aid Manager Michelle Ward and explained the position. 

Closed. 

Action: S Shaw to discuss outcomes of Shetland CJP Participatory Budget event 
with Denise Morgan. 

Continued Action: Sally Shaw to report outcome of meeting at next Community 
Justice Partnership Meeting. 
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KB read out an update from Denise Morgan that described the event as very 
successful with 10 applications for funding, the following were awarded funding. 

• Women’s Aid who used the funding for bringing Jackie’s Story to Shetland – this 
raised awareness around domestic violence. 

• Shetland Advocacy – Advocacy for individuals with experience of the justice 
system. 

• Dogs Against Drugs. 
• Moving on Project – obstacles to employment. 
• Rape Crisis – prevention work. 

Closed. 

Families Outside, attached feedback form from recent training and decision on 
continued funding (Keith Bendall on behalf of Caroline Cooper). 

Families Outside are the only charity which exclusively supports families affected by 
imprisonment. 

Orkney Community Justice Partnership commissioned the services of the charity in 
December 2018. 

The charity confirmed that between 01-01-2019 – December 2019 they had given 
support to 5 local families affected by a family members imprisonment. 

This included direct support for one person and phone line support for 4 including 2 
children of primary school age. 

In addition, the charity had carried out training locally to 18 professionals highlighting 
the services provided to allow those in key employment positions in the community 
to inform residents of the services on offer. 

The 1-year contract is due to expire and those present discussed the advantages of 
continued use of the service. 

All present were in agreement that it was a service that was required, and payment 
of the additional years contract was approved. 

Action: Keith Bendall to make contact with Charity to inform them of decision and 
arrange payment. 

KB contacted the charity and informed them of the decision, payment was made 
shortly thereafter. 

Closed. 

Action: Keith Bendall will ensure that a written copy from each Victim Support 
Organisation is received prior to the next meeting to ensure updates in event 
representatives cannot attend meetings due to unforeseen circumstances. 
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KB contacted all partnership members and asked for written updates if attendance 
was not possible. 

Closed. 

Action: Keith Bendall to obtain written updates from statutory partners prior to 
scheduled meetings in event of non-attendance by representatives. 

KB contacted statutory partners and asked for written updates if attendance was not 
possible. 

Closed. 

Highlands and Islands MARAC Statistics update (Sharon-Ann Paget): 
 
The current data report from the period 1 October 19 to 31 December 2019 is the 
fourth quarterly data performance report for the year. The Data gained from the Safe 
Lives website indicates that Nationally between October 2018 and September 2019 
100, 956 cases were discussed of which 396 cases were from Highland and Islands 
with 28 cases being specific to Orkney. However, it was noted in the current report 
that Orkney and Shetland’s data mirror’s each other’s in its entirety i.e. same number 
of cases discussed, recommended, same number of children in the households, year 
on year changes, Police referrals, and even disability in the household. 
 
Action: SP to explore this anomaly. 
 
SP reported that the anomalies were raised with the MARAC Co-Ordinator. It was 
confirmed that (quote) ‘the data is not accurate and should not be the same as 
Shetland saw a higher number of referrals than Orkney during this period’ (October 
2018 and September 2019).  This data comes from the Safe lives Website. They 
were informed of the inaccuracy. An amended version of the report was provided to 
services. 
 
Closed. 
 
Between this reporting period Orkney made 11 MARAC referrals, with the majority 
being submitted by Women’s Aid as opposed to the Police.  This pattern of referring 
agency has been relatively consistent with Orkney since 2016.This is seen as a 
positive shift. It was also noted that Orkney has the highest rating associated to 
visible high risk as opposed to professional judgement. 
 
Action: SP to seek clarification around this. 
 
In response to Orkney submitting a higher number of referrals based on visible high 
risk as opposed to professional judgment, this is on account that staff use the Safe 
Lives Dash checklist. This is a tool for practitioners who work with adult victims of 
current domestic abuse to help them identify those who are at risk of harm and 
whose case should be referred to MARAC. The checklist aims to provide 
consistency but does not decrease the value of professional judgement.     
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 Closed. 
 
4. Community Justice Annual Report (Keith Bendall) (paper 
attached) 

KB summarised the content of the report and highlighted that for a large part of the 
reporting year there had not been a coordinator in post, subsequently a lot of the 
content of the report was planned action and proposed initiatives in the current 
reporting year. He reminded the meeting that we were 7 months intro the current 
reporting year and very little activity had been possible due to the restrictions 
imposed by Covid. KB stated that realistically the restrictions were going to continue 
to disrupt activity and the content would more likely be relevant for 2021 reporting 
period. KB then discussed the priority activity section of the report and gave an 
explanation for the 3 areas identified. The partnership agreed with the chosen 
planned activity. Sharon Paget (SP) stated that data relating to court disposal orders 
should be included. Claire Sim (CS) stated that she may have data that was relevant 
to report in outcome 5 of the report. 

The partnership endorsed the report subject to the amendments and discussion with 
CS. 

Action: KB to amend report and meet with CS to consider the relevance of the data 
she can provide. 

5. Drug and Alcohol addiction counselling services, proposal for 
audit of services operating (KB) 

KB explained that it was important for the partnership to have a full understanding of 
all available addiction counselling services in the community, given, access to and 
relevance of, was one of the partnerships priorities as highlighted within the 
Community Justice annual report. It is clear several third sector organisations are 
providing a service however it was considered relevant to carry out an audit of what 
each organisation provides. The partnership agreed this was a necessary and 
worthwhile activity. 

Action: KB to discuss with Katie Spence (Alcohol and Drug Partnership) and then 
write to all third sector organisations with a template for completion, summarising all 
services they provide. 

6. Service updates from Victim and Survivor support agencies: 

Thomas Love (TL) Victim Support 
17 referrals have been received for the Witness Service (compared with 32 in the 
same period last year, a drop of 46.87%).  This was not surprising due to the Court 
being closed over much of the summer.   
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The Victim Service has remained stable, with 15 referrals this year so far, matching 
the 15 received during the same period last year.   

General Update 
The Court is open again (with social distancing and track and trace measures in 
place), the service has resumed their presence there whenever there are civilian 
witnesses present. 

TL reported that his service had continued to offer support to those affected by crime 
throughout the pandemic, although face-to-face support has been suspended (apart 
from support at Court), primarily supporting people by telephone, email and text. 

Notable increase in referrals relating to domestic incidents across the organisation, 
he also noted an increase in referrals relating to historic abuse cases, some of them 
undisclosed until recent months.  Increase in safeguarding incidents in recent 
months, with ongoing concerns about Mental Health.  TL also noted an increase in 
self-referrals via the national helpline. 

Capacity issues across the organisation, exacerbated by difficulties 
recruiting/training/shadowing new staff and volunteers due to Covid-19 restrictions. 

The Orkney service is currently taking on workload from Shetland, 
Aberdeen/Grampian and the National Helpline. 

KB on behalf of Zelda Bradley (ZB) Orkney Rape & Sexual Assault Service 
Last year ORSAS supported 50 people, 25 of which were new referrals in that year. 
These are not large numbers but still sizable for a community where sexual violence 
is rarely acknowledged. 

This year we have already reached 25 new referrals in the first 6 months. And expect 
numbers to continue to rise as social distancing relaxes and more venues open. 

Initially referrals were slow, we saw people disclosing historic cases from 30-40 
years ago. We are now seeing more referrals in relation to recent assaults, including 
CSE and online grooming. House parties and coercive relationships, gift ans lifts, 
drug and alcohol use continue to be a concern. 

Our prevention worker is collaborating with secondary schools delivering online 
prevention remotely and returning to in-school sessions before Christmas. 
Prevention work in schools is funded to March 22. 

Kara continued to work online through lockdown on our COMET+ project for care 
experienced YP and children with learning difficulties. Referrals for this project are 
separate to the numbers mentioned before and continue to rise as support workers 
identify vulnerabilities. This project and the service as a whole has secure funding 
until Sept 2021. Additional funding announced for Rape Crisis Services from the 
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Scottish Government October 2020-September 2021 to manage the increase in 
referrals has not yet been released and this is causing problems with capacity. 

ZB also informed the meeting of the following campaigns. 

Thursday 19 November: International Men’s Day – ORSAS highlight men’s mental 
health, suicide awareness and male survivors of sexual violence support and 
advocacy #internationalmensday. 

The three core themes for International Men’s Day in the UK are: 

• Making a positive difference to the wellbeing and lives of men and boys. 
• Raising awareness and/or funds for charities supporting men and boys’ 

wellbeing. 
• Promoting a positive conversation about men, manhood and masculinity. 

16 Days of Action Against Gender Based Violence 25 Nov-10 December - further 
details will be issued from the Domestic Abuse Forum. 

KB on behalf of Tamsin Bailey (TB) Relationship Scotland 
Relationship Scotland are just pulling together our Service stats to Sept this year and 
I am happy to share these with you. January – March we were very busy, supporting 
104 cases, providing 470 sessions. 102 new cases were opened, and 65 intake 
appointments attended during this period. April – June, despite the lockdown and a 
shift to online working, we supported 56 cases with clients attending 300 sessions 
across all services. 52 new cases were opened during this period, and 30 intake 
appointments attended. 

We now have a specialist Substance Misuse Counsellor who is working with 9 
clients currently, a number of whom have long-term issues with substance misuse, 
and at least one of whom has had a history of involvement with the criminal justice 
system. We are also hoping to do some outreach work, raising awareness of the 
substance misuse support we can offer, in the coming months. Our sense is that 
many people are not aware that this kind of support is still available, so we are keen 
to raise awareness. 

Carol Stewart NHS 
Carol was in agreement that early intervention as highlighted in the Community 
Justice Yearly report was a key area and was keen to speak with KB to discuss how 
this could be achieved. She also stated that the NHS smoking cessation employee 
was keen to work with criminal justice clients to offer support to anyone wishing to 
stop smoking. 

Action: Carol Stewart to arrange a meeting with Smoking Cessation officer and the 
Criminal Justice Service.     
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Standing Items 

1. National Updates Community Justice Scotland (KB on behalf of Community 
Justice Scotland) 

CJS positional guidance paper on strategic planning. Legal requirements 
remain. For those areas that are approaching the renewal of CJOIPs we would 
recommend a full SNSA but entirely empathise with the resource requirements and 
competing demands during the pandemic. If areas are struggling to complete a full 
SNSA then we would suggest a focus on arrest referral, bail supervision and support 
and diversion as a minimum and base a plan around those three areas. CJS will 
support in terms of populating SNSA templates for those three areas with national 
service data and will also develop an on-line training course for CJP members 
around strategic analysis (focusing on inference development – i.e. interpreting what 
the data tells your partnership). We will also conduct a national horizon scanning 
exercise. 

Action: The partnership agreed that a Strategic Needs and Strengths Assessment 
should be carried out to allow amendment and updating of the Community Justice 
Outcome Improvement Plan which is due to expire in March 2021. 

2. Highlands and Islands MARAC statistics update (Sharon Paget) 

The current data report is the 2nd Quarterly report of 2020 and covers 1 April – 30 
June. This reporting period covered the most rigid restriction associated to Covid 19; 
therefore, services were typically not having eyes on contact with those they support. 
However, it is largely accepted that the required restrictions that were imposed in 
order to prevent the spread of Covid were possibly not conducive to the prevention 
of domestic violence or intimate partner violence. Nevertheless between 01/04/20 
and 30/06/20 Orkney only had 5 MARAC referrals; all were raised by Women’s Aid 
and the victims were all female. In comparison there were 12 cases raised in the 
same reporting period in 2019. As such, concerningly, it is anticipated that following 
the easing of lockdown measures there may be an increase in domestic violence 
rates and subsequent referrals to supporting agencies. 

3. Orkney Community Justice Statutory Partners Updates (Police Scotland, 
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, Procurator Fiscal Service) 

Matt Webb (MW) Police Scotland 

MW reported that local policing at the moment it is very much focused on responding 
to the ongoing Covid situation in Orkney.  The police approach is very much 
collaborative with other partner organisations but very much a desire to apply the 
four E's approach Engage, Explain and Educate, which are hoped to encourage the 
vast majority of the population to conform to what is being asked of them.  Where 
this is unsuccessful or in instances where a persons has shown complete disregard 
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for following the guidance then Enforcement measures are available.  Police like 
everyone else are keen to work with the community to minimise the spread and keep 
the pressure of the front-line NHS services here in Orkney.  This issue will be in 
parallel as police and other partner agencies work in preparation for a no deal exit 
from Europe.   Brexit/EU Exit is very much unknown quantity and police are working 
with partners agencies in preparation for this.  In both instances OLECG has been 
established and will run where necessary to provide a platform of coordinated 
approach in support of the community in Orkney. 

Crime wise there are no major concerns emerging or patterns evident.  There has 
been some local youth disorder which has resulted in acts of vandalism.  Police are 
working with some youths in an effort to engage with them and support has been 
offered from partner organisations to work with young people in an effort to divert 
them away from such activity.  Police are keen that parents take responsibility so 
they know where their children are and as ever police are keen to hear from 
members of the public which could help identify anyone responsible. 

There has been an increase in post office seizures of drugs which are being posted 
into Orkney.  Efforts will continue in conjunction with the Orkney Drugs Dog charity 
which has been invaluable in this effort. 

Discussions are taking place with the local authority to look at the future of the public 
space CCTV, including the potential to expand the system beyond Kirkwall, however 
there would be a desire to explore options in what form this can take going 
forward.  It would be helpful to understand the collective views of the Community 
Justice Forum to understand thoughts about the merits of continuing with such a 
system or whether there would be an appetite to dispense with it and no longer have 
a public space CCTV facility in Orkney. 

The partnership agreed that CCTV was vital to maintain public reassurance and 
perception of safety, in addition it was acknowledged it was a critical requirement to 
assist with crime investigations both in detecting offenders and establishing 
innocence. 

KB on behalf of Sue Foard (SF) Procurator Fiscal. 

The Courts are up and running but a reduced capacity for personal appearances by 
accused. 

Summary trials are proceeding although not at the same rate. Hopefully Sheriff and 
Jury trials will recommence next year sometime, but they are focussing on the larger 
centres to start with.  

Continuing to divert cases to social work and using fixed penalties and fiscal fines 
when appropriate. 
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Raymond Fallon (RF) Scottish Fire and Rescue Service. 

RF reported that funding now in place for Development of Fire skills. Implementation 
on hold but it is hoped to get some clarity in the new year. 

Mentoring program 2 members of staff have received training and hope to progress 
its use in the near future. 

Safe drive stay alive, video sources for Yvonne Scott from Aberdeen Paramedic, 
CSA participation with this and other road safety initiatives. 

Station Commander Young and Community Safety Advocate Harcus undertaking 
Level 2 Child and Adult protection training through the PPC. 

Secured additional funding for a rural fulltime post – allowing staff engagement with 
community councils and possibly a SFRS lead to tie in with local Police Scotland 
Intervention officer. 

Continued facilitation of Orkney Drugs Dog within SFRS premises. 

There was discussion around smoke alarm legislation that has been postponed for 
12 months, SFRS have alarms and are hoping to receive permission to install for 
free in houses that fir criteria. Concern was expressed about companies sending 
leaflets through doors offering to fit alarms at a high cost, it was thought some form 
of media campaign would be relevant to raise awareness of the requirements and 
the opportunity to have free installation. 

There is to be a national campaign in the near future any local enhancement will be 
considered after this. 

4. AOCB (Gillian Morrison) no items were raised 

Date of next meeting: TBC.  
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